Teng Li, PhD student, Department of Economics, NUS Hu Zihan, Masters student, Department of Economics, NUS Exposure to extreme high temperature during pregnancy is associated with poor endowment (low birth weight). But whether such early life shock is related to welfare loss in adulthood is still left unanswered. Utilizing random temperature fluctuations across more than one hundred counties in China, we examine the relationship between temperature in utero and birth weight and further adult outcomes. One standard deviation of high temperature days during pregnancy triggers about significant loss of birth weight, and further decreases height and years in schooling. Other health and intelligence outcomes are negatively affected as well. Specifically, the impact is concentrated in second trimester. Our results indicate that the directly biological effect of temperature serves as the main mechanism behind this adverse influence. Such effect shows no gender difference, and both rainfall during pregnancy and weather in the previous year's growing season have no significant effect, ruling out the possibility of the food production channel.
Our estimations suggest that temperature plays an important role on explaining the regional pattern of height and birth weight in China.
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